Agile ways
in liquid days
MARE pops up at future retail space Lil’ Amsterdam

What

In March 2018 MARE will set-up something quite
unorthodox. Imagine this: a trend pop-up space in the
new, bustling retail area of Amsterdam. A place that views
insights as the new goodie bag. For one month only, we
will live out MARE’s philosophy at this unconventional and
inspirational location: Lil’ Amsterdam. Our space offers
room for researchers to experiment with agile forms, while

Why

In a time when
change is the only
constant, consumers
and researchers
are searching for
new ways to make
meaning of our
present context.

our trend researchers will host talks regarding the most
important shifts going on today and what they mean for
your company. We will feature a selection of the coolest

Today’s savvy consumers look to altruistic brands that are awesome storytellers

projects created by the creative forefront and we have

and even better at backing those stories up with meaningful products and

a unique line-up of guest speakers, who will share their

services. For market researchers, today’s ever-changing society demands an

vision during walk-in presentations. The mere location

intuitive understanding of the bigger picture as well as a firm grasp on the

allows us to work with rapid concept creation and ongoing

smallest details. At MARE we’re always pushing the envelope to discover new

feedback loops, as Lil’ Amsterdam is an epicentre of
creativity.

ways of understanding what makes people tick. We unravel consumer insights. We
anticipate the future by understanding what the creative forefront is doing. Last but
not least, we deconstruct these strategies to reconstruct new stories that provide a
way forward for brands. Agile ways in liquid days, is the mantra of our times.
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Cafe across from the MARE pop-up space
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How

How

Understanding what makes people tick

Unravel

Anticipate

Make

Through qualitative research we unravel

Through ongoing desk research and close

Through actionable insights and tailor made

the drivers behind consumer behavior in

collaborations with the forefront we let you

future perspectives we co-create relevant

various target groups.

anticipate on contemporary trends.

strategies, concepts or propositions with

For one month only, MARE will inspire and inform our
most loyal clients as well as a wider audience by being
right in the middle of where they are. The MARE popup space is agile by default, which means we can easily
adapt and create a research form or lecture format that
fits your needs. Our pop-up program springs from the
three principles that make up MARE:
Unravel, Anticipate, Make.

you.
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Unravel

Unravel

Streetfeed
Are you sitting around with a burning research
question that has been left unanswered while
you remain curious to tackle it? MARE’s pop-up
space at Lil’ Amsterdam allows us to offer a light
and unfiltered approach in a dynamic setting.
Think real-time and uncensored feedback on your
products or ideas, get an impression of how your
social media content is perceived or an unfiltered
understanding of what makes consumers tick.

Specifics
• Vox pops on film answering your 4 burning questions
• The following day you will receive an audio-visual impression (1-2 min) and a one 		
pager including the key insights
• Drinks and bites on us
• Costs: €750,- (excl. VAT)
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Anticipate

Anticipate

Tailored trend talks
Through ongoing desk research and close

presentation that offers a glimpse into the current

collaborations with the forefront MARE anticipates

and future consumer needs and a sneak peek

on contemporary trends. Want to learn how to

into the way forward for industries such as food,

master Millennial mindsets, are you ready to revisit

beauty & lifestyle, design and mobility. Whether

your view on fifty-somethings or are screenagers

you’re working in marcom or you’re hosting an

taking over your business? A bespoke trend

event to treat your guests, a trend talk provides

talk offers a one hour highly visual, strategic

inspiration and serves as a springboard for

and interactive session, which provides a broad

strategic direction.

insight into global trends. It’s an inspiring bitesize

Specifics
• 1.5 hours at Lil’ Amsterdam
• Preview of presentation outline prior to the event
• Custom-made highly visual presentation (60 minutes) including 4 relevant 		
trends and what they mean for you
• Digital abstract of the trendtalk, which may be shared with attendees after 		
the session
• Drinks and bites on us
• Costs: €1000,- (excl. VAT)
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Make

Make

Co-creation on demand
OK, and then what? Actionable insights and future

forefront selected from our Sparks network, a highly

perspectives are of course useful, but how do you

curated group of interdisciplinary experts. In doing

make it work for your brand specifically? MARE

so, we incorporate both consumer insights and future

enables clients to convert insights into concrete

perspectives during the collaborative process. The

concepts, personas, customer journeys, and

best part of this agile method of co-creation is that

positioning statements, amongst other things. Our

you can test the outcome on the spot, as you’ll venture

extensive experience in moderating co-creation

throughout Lil’ Amsterdam to get instant feedback

sessions ensures actionable output that clients

from its visitors regarding the concept(s) you’ve

can move forward with. We collaborate with both

created.

mainstream consumers as well as the creative

Specifics
• ½ day in situ
• MARE moderator (1 qualitative-, 1 trend researcher)
• Product testing on the spot with consumers
• Two days after completion you will receive an audio-visual impression (1-2 		
min) and a one pager including the key insights
• Drinks and bites on us
• Costs: €3500,- (excl VAT)
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Wait there’s more

Wait there’s more

Tasty Trends
Want to impress a client or treat a

of trends and taste to deliver a multi

colleague? Then our trend tasting

sensory gastronomic experience.

sessions are sure to woo. Together

Together with you we will select two to

with our top food Spark, we’ve created

four trend theme’s that are relevant for

a concept that combines the worlds

your business.

Specifics
• 2-3 hrs
• 6-12 guests
• 2-4 trend themes
• Foodscape concept in line with trend themes and accordance with you
• 1 minute video impression to be the envy of any one who missed out
• Price on demand
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Picture taken during our Trend Tasting Dinner for Etos Friends
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Wait there’s more

Trends to go
Building on the expertise and knowledge

as from our highly curated Sparks

of our researchers, trend editors, and

network of interdisciplinary experts

our highly curated network of creative

and entrepreneurs. We’ll feature a

mavens and creative entrepreneurs,

broad range of subjects, such as ‘How

the popup will feature inspiring diverse

To Research Trends’, ‘Visual Culture’,

trend talks. For these lectures open

‘Transhumanity’ and ‘The Shift Towards

to the public, we will source from

A Copyleft Mindset’. These are open to

our experienced trend team as well

the public and creative academies.

Specifics
• Target group presentations: Mastering Millennial Mindsets, Fantastic Quintastics –
revisiting fifty-somethings, Screenagers
• Industry trend talks: Food, Beauty & Lifestyle, Design, Mobility
• Sparkspeak: guest lectures galore
• Price: regular ticket €25,-, student ticket €10,• Get your tickets here
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Location

Lil’ Amsterdam
is an innovative formula at
Amsterdam Central Station.
A bustling hub for entrepreneurs,
artists, event organizers, media
partners and storytellers at large,
offering visitors a glimpse into the
future of retail.

Location

The city of Amsterdam has so much to offer. It’s bold,
vibrant, colourful and always in motion. From art and
culture to food, drinks and shopping, Amsterdam
houses innumerable progressive pioneers and
headers of contemporary culture. The time has come
to unite all these icons and create a treasure chest of
contemporary culture: Lil’ Amsterdam. Where people
from Amsterdam and abroad get together to discover,
network, shop, dine, inspire and more.

Find Lil’ Amsterdam at the Amstelpassage at
Amsterdam Central Railway Station:
Stationsplein 31 - 33, 1012 AA Amsterdam
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Target groups
Amsterdam locals
•

Average age 20-34 years old

•

Gender percentage 60% wo

Is your head spinning with ideas
of all the inspiring sessions
we could organise?

men, 40% men
•

Smaller household

•

Spending power above average

This brochure merely suggests a few options. Perhaps you want us to make room

•

Average purchasing power per

on our shelf to feature and test a new beta product, you may want to organise a

household a year €34.600

team building day or challenge us to host something entirely different.

Lil’ Amsterdam’s target group
mainly covers young adults (born

Amsterdam tourism

between 1982 and 2002) from

•

Average age 33 years old

Amsterdam and abroad, who know

•

Touristic consumer total 15 mln

what they want and why they want

•

8.333.000 foreign visitors a year

it. What they all have in common

•

Average stay 3,8 night

is their continuous search for

Visitors Amsterdam CS

the most important supporters of

•

Average age 38 years old

contemporary culture. They are

•

Gender percentage 53% men,

open minded, multicultural, (self)

47% women
•

savvy’, social, prone to authenticity
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assume that any session can be tailored to your needs.

Whatever is on your mind, we look forward to having a chat about what we can do
specifically for your organisation. In the meantime, please visit our website to get a

depth and renewal, making them

conscious, well informed, ‘tech-

This is to say that if you’ve not come across your particular flavour, then please

sneak peek at our lecture program.

*

Higher education 		
(>50% University)

and have a great desire to develop

•

Smaller household

themselves.

•

Spending power above average

www.anticipate.amsterdam
popup@mare.amsterdam
+ 31 (0)20 670 50 20
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MARE Office
Raphaëlplein 27
1077 PX Amsterdam
T +31 (0)20 670 50 20
info@mare.amsterdam

MARE Pop-up
Stationsplein 31 - 33
1012 AA Amsterdam
T +31 (0)20 670 50 20
popup@mare.amsterdam

